
CaseStudy

Summary:
Defrost Frequency:
-  KE2 Evaporator Efficiency 

reduced defrosts by 68%

Average Coil Temperature at 
Defrost Termination:
-  average temperature 

reduced by 23ºF
-   reduced heater runtime
-   reduced fogging /ice build-

up

Effects of Defrost on Room 
Temperature:
-  defrost cycle adding 11ºF 

less heat to room with KE2 
Evaporator Efficiency

-  shorter pulldown time
-  less compressor runtime
-  energy savings

Return On Investment:
-   energy savings from reduc-

tion of defrosts $831
-  energy savings from more 

efficient defrosts $269
-  reduction/elimination of 

(6)service calls annually 
$3,000

 
 Total savings $4,100 an-

nually per walk-in.

Figure 1: DEFROST FREQUENCY - Rack Controller vs. KE2 Evaporator Efficiency
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Figure 2: BEFORE - Walk-in Using Rack Controller

Ice build-up, as a result of long periods of door openings, and defrost cycles not properly 
managed.

Rack Controller OperationKE2 Evaporator Efficiency Operation

This graph shows 31 days of history of the evaporator coil temperature (blue line), and room 
temperature (green line). 

 Rack Controller (right side of graph): This is the oldest information. The rack controller 
initiated 4 defrosts per day, or 28 defrosts per week, as it was programmed. This was for 
the entire period of time we collected data.  

 KE2 Evaporator Efficiency (left side of graph): The KE2 Evaporator Efficiency (KE2 Evap) 
controller took control of the circuit, and spread defrosts out to average 9 defrosts per 
week.  

The spikes in room temperature between the defrosts are indications of heavy loading periods, 
typically door openings, which you can see occur throughout the 31 days. 
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On this graph we have highlighted the coil temperature to show the average termination tem-
perature of defrost.

Average coil temperature at defrost termination:

 Rack controller was reaching around 71oF.  

 KE2 Evaporator Efficiency controller was terminating with a cooler average, around 48oF.  

What this reveals: The higher average temperature at defrost termination is a good indicator 
that the rack controller runs the defrost heaters for longer periods of time, putting more heat 
into the freezer during each defrost.  The hotter coils contribute to the fogging effect in freezers, 
which results in more “snow and icing” build up on fan guards, ceilings, product, and racking. 
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Figure 3: AVERAGE DEFROST TERmINATION TEmPERATURE 
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On this graph we have highlighted the room temperature over the 31 days to show the effect of 
defrosts on room temperature.

Average room temperature at defrost termination:

  Rack controller is about 26oF 

  KE2 Evaporator Efficiency controller is about 15oF  

What this reveals: Again, this is an indicator of how much more load the rack controller is plac-
ing in the room during defrost.  This additional load, warm moist air, also contributes to the 
frosted product, shelving, ceilings and walls.  Additionally, this ‘extra load’ effects the tempera-
ture and integrity of the product in the space.  This ‘extra load’ causes longer pulldown time 
after defrost, and contributes to nuisance room temperature alarms.  The most obvious side 
effect is that the additional load must be removed by the compressors on the rack, which can be 
avoided, and result in a significant amount of energy savings. 

Figure 4: EFFECTS OF DEFROST ON ROOm TEmPERATURE 
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Figure 5: WEEKLY PERFORmANCE WITH KE2 EVAPORATOR EFFICIENCY

Figure 6: AFTER - Walk-in Using KE2 Evaporator Efficiency

Frost & ice reduced on the coil, product, ceiling, and shelving is an indicator of a properly controlled refrigera-
tion system.

This graph is the last week of data with the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency controlling the circuit.  
There were 9 defrosts this week, and the time period between defrosts varies, depending on the 
amount of loading/door openings.

Figure 6: BEFORE - Using Walk-in Rack Controller

Ice build-up, as a result of long periods of door openings, and defrost cycles not properly managed.
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ROI Summary 

 Energy savings from evaporator performance efficiency
 With the KE2 Evap the evaporator operates with a minimum of 90% of its efficiency or capacity.  Clearly the 

rack controller, which causes service calls for iced up coils, does not maintain this level of operating efficiency.
 The amount of kW-hrs saved by this benefit is difficult to calculate on a rack system, with all the other circuit 

variables that can affect a long term test.
 Energy savings from reduction of defrosts ($831)

 In the Vinita, OK Store the KE2 Evap reduced the defrost from 28 per week to 9. The reduction of kW-hrs to 
energize the heaters on an annual bases is calculated to be: 7331 kW-hrs, roughly $660 annually.

 The reduction of load on the rack from these extra defrost is calculated to be 2 Tons per day, 320 Tons per 
year.  This is estimated to cause the rack to consume an additional 1908 kW-hr of electricity annually, which is 
roughly $171.

 Energy saving from more efficient defrosts ($269)
 From the graphs in this study, you can clearly see that the KE2 Evap controls the defrost process of the equip-

ment more effectively.   As a result the room temperature rise during defrost is 11ºF cooler on average than 
with the rack control.  This additional rise in room temperature causes the rack to see an additional 47 Tons of 
load annually, resulting in an additional 286 KW-hrs of electricity consumed costing roughly $26 yearly.

 Additionally, the KE2 Evap is running the heater roughly 15 minutes less per defrost. Which saves 2701 kW-hrs 
annually, roughly costing $243 yearly.

 Reduction, and in most cases, elimination of service calls ($3,000)
 The largest segment of savings benefit of the KE2 Evap can be found in the elimination of service calls cause 

by iced up coils.  Based on the service history of Supermarket stores retrofitted, the KE2 Evap is conservatively 
eliminating 6 service calls annually.  With an estimated service call costing around $500, this results in a $3000 
savings per year, per walk-in.

 Store personnel have also noticed that the working conditions in these walk-ins have improved.
 Icing on the floors has been reduced or eliminated
 Frost and icing on product to be placed in display cases no longer has to be wiped off.
 Ice and frost on shelving has been eliminated, or reduced to the point that boxes and containers no longer 

stick, and are easier to unload and move.

Total Estimated Savings from reduction of energy, $1100, and service, $3000, results in a $4100 
in annual savings per walk-in.  

All of these figures have been generated from current supermarket applications.
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